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Dear Honourable members of the committee 

What this shall expose, is a new can of worms so to speak, and, more pressure on 

Government and voters “the people”.  Firstly, I must declare I am non religious as 

there are too many variants of religion for all to be true, however I read most and they 

consistently in majority denounce homosexuality 

I then compared this to the wise words of our constitutions founders per religion as it 

foresaw this element and closed it off. 

The reason being, that if everyone were gay, nobody would be born, and, religion is a 

beliefs system not a factual element, and, meddling into religion and mere beliefs are 

dangerous ventures as your dealing with beliefs. 

If a child was born on an island and taught no religion, he will never know of a god 

theme until told “or as atheists say, “brainwashed”. 

Religion was invented to instil what we were naturally born with: Morals, values, 

right from wrong and so on. Or in cases like Islam religion, a control over people and 

incorporating law, compliance and punishment in its religion, and indeed 

homosexuality in that religion is punishable by the stricter followers. 

The constitution drafters wisely knew that belief is personal opinion and that religions 

often conflict with eachother, meaning it is fine to allow free choice to FOLLOW 

such or abide if it does not break laws, but rightly forbade Governments from 

interference with religion as they are mere beliefs not facts, therefore the best of both 

worlds unless someone tries to breach or change the constitution per religion. 

A freedom to think gay as abnormal versus a freedom for gays to stop people thinking 

the sooner is a recipe for disaster as the constitutional drafters foresaw. 

For example, nobody can force me to accept homosexuality but I am forced to within 

a boundary that they exists and nothing can stop it, but no special rights shall be 

accepted by me, as that is imposing homosexuality upon me by force and by 

prosecution if I do not obey, but also blocks my beliefs and opinions. 
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The gay lobby has controlled government for a long time with assistance of its ABC 

broadcaster gay agendas.  To adopt this proposed idea, is to give a small group 

freedom and the larger group a restriction, furthermore, it is forcing a belief. 

Religion has a rights and freedom mandate, very much undefined because it is a mere 

beliefs system, practice it at home or in a church and believe what you desire as long 

as the law is not broken. Most religions forbade homosexuality and many invalidated 

their whole god by recently amending the religions their claimed god allegedly 

created, by changing bibles to accept homosexuality, but again a personal choice 

belief.  

IS IT DISCRIMINATION: We have many schools who accept homosexuals, we have 

religious schools people choose because of its religion book teachings which forbid 

homosexuality, it is a choice not discrimination, and therefore why would a 

homosexual choose a religion school of a religion that deems their ways as a sin and 

bad influence. 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION: Zero recognition of all religious schools, 

no school to be religion orientated, and an option to continue being a school based 

upon those grounds. Therefore, leaving only the churches as religion venues. 

To allow what is being proposed, or pushed upon govt by loud activists with the usual 

anti Liberal ABC broadcaster assistance, will open up more divides than it will fix, 

but also be breaching its constitutional boundaries and forcing homosexuality upon 

others who are not.  

The more modern gays are self choice and under a trendy choice, thus many very 

confused people often brainwashed in schools at a young age that it’s an alternative to 

heterosexuality. 

Why create problems when the current system has never raised any such incidence. 

Did the ABC and gay lobby give government enough evidence to expend many 

months of valuable time to look into such. 

Gays have every right as others already, and religion is a choice denomination, and,  

in practice, a mere beliefs denomination.  What the gay agenda plan, is for 

government to fall for this then tell all gays to enrol in religious schools out of 

activism rather than best choice. 

A religion school can ban a student for failing uniform dress code even though its 

religion does not hold that rule, but it does hold a rule on homosexuality in their 

religion book. This means any changes shall be government forcing people to accept 

special gay rights, then next paedophile people will start claiming same rights, then 

rapists etc. Similarly, I doubt a Mormon will try enrol in a catholic school.  

Rid the ABC and we wouldn’t have been having this inquiry, or Don Dale inquiry and 

much more.  
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If there were not non-religion schools who take in homosexual students, then maybe 

this inquiry may have held merit to occur. What we do need an inquiry into, is the 

ABC and Gay lobby influences over governments.  

 

Brian Woods 
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